
Concave front shoe check list:

1) Mark centre of shoe - I tend to mark the inside of the section so I can still keep mark when I 
clip. 

2) Toe bend. Visualise the steel in thirds. Toe bend should be the middle third. Ensure the 
branches of the shoe are still straight. Hit both sides of the centre mark alternately and evenly 
with round of hammer. Tidy up using the beak of the anvil. Ensure symmetrical.

 
 
 
3) Mark the toe nails. I use callipers and inch:eighth rule. Hold one branch of calliper in centre 
mark, hold the other in the fullering. Hold your stamp to the outside of the callipers (nearer the heel 
of the shoe). These marked nail holes can be useful in balancing the shoe as you make it - see i 
use the straight edge of the anvil here:



4) Outside heel. We are looking for the heel to have approximately 2/3 of the section on the inside 
and 1/3 on the outside. The heel check should line up with the frog when placed on a foot (rough 
guide heel check aim at the centre dot once turned). Make sure you hit the heel check more 
upright than you imagine. Hold the steel flat on the anvil, don't lift your tongs. Alternate from inside 
to outside. Level the section but don't over do it. Heels will get overworked during the shoe making 
that if you leave a little there at this stage will save them later on. This is not a brilliant example as I 
have slightly damaged the inside section - tongs were obviously lifted slightly.



5) Outside branch and nail holes. Using the beak, start at the toe and work towards the heel. With 
tongs start uncomfortable and move to comfortable. Hit with regular and even strikes on outside of 
section (make sure you don't damage section) whilst dropping the tong hand regularly. I usually 
take two passes at this to make the shape. Picture half of the shoe. 

Nail holes - balance the shoe on the anvil, mark the heel nail. This should be at the widest part of 
the foot, generally in the middle of the shoe. Hold your stamp as shown below. Regardless of side 
of shoe, always stamp in the same position. Hit stamp twice firmly, if not deep enough a third if 
necessary but try to only do two - prevents damage to stamp and stamp does roughly 2/3 of hole 
depth. Pritchel does the remaining third. Then stamp toe nail. If going for three mark in centre of 
the two, if four imagine spacing and stamp them individually. Pritchel as shown, feels 
uncomfortable but allows you to see what you are doing.



Correct Incorrect



6) Inside heel. This is the same as the outside initially. We then ‘safe’ the outside section. This is to 
take the sharp edge from the shoe on ground surface and to help prevent the horse treading on the 
opposite shoe. Hold the shoe square on the anvil - do not twist it. Angle the hammer to ‘roll’ the 
section in. Start at the heel and blend from a lot at heel to nothing just before the middle of the 
branch. Ensure it does not interfere with the heel nail. Again, do not lift tongs when forging heel.

7) Inside branch. This should be as symmetrical to the outside as possible. Nail holes same as 
outside - heel nail on the inside should be about half a nail hole further forward (towards the toe).



Finished basic but very usable front concave front shoe. If you can get 
the basics right, the finish and finer points can be built on easily.

SECTIONS:
5/8 x 3/8 = 9 inch to 10 inch
3/4 x 5/16 = 10 inch to 11 inch
3/4 x 3/8 = 11 inch to 12 inch
7/8 x 3/8 = 12 inch to 14 inch
1 x 7/16 or 1 x 1/2 = 14 inch plus.

usually size the shoes by half inch increments. 

Usual calculations for upright concave front shoes 

W + L + 1 3/4 . This is for normal size shoe and shape, may require a 
little more for larger or less for smaller feet.


